Delivering the right information at the right time.

You need fast, accurate documentation of everything happening with your business. Your customers need to be able to initiate grain offers and transactions whenever it is convenient for them. There’s a high volume of activity, and the better you manage and keep up with it the more money everyone can make.

Savvy traders are turning to DTN Grain Portal. It’s a comprehensive grain management solution that centralizes all offers and provides integrated hedging that optimizes and protects everyone’s bottom line. It supports easy, real-time management of transactions, and allows your customers to maximize their cash marketing. In short, it has become the most-trusted, front-end grain trading solution.

Simple, efficient grain trading.
DTN Grain Portal streamlines and simplifies the entire grain trading process.
• Enter all spot transactions, make and manage offers, and place all hedge orders for your company positions — not just orders associated with offers.
• Automate cancellations and replacements of hedge orders when you change your basis or adjust offers, saving time and money.
• Centralize all company-owned and hedge positions, buy/sell offers, and transactions, and monitor them in real time with snapshot features.

“Our customers like it as it gives them the ability to manage their own grain position, and also to sell grain when our location is closed.”

Great Lakes Grain
“We were one of the first to begin using DTN Grain Portal. It is an incredibly valuable tool for cash grain farmers and end users looking to buy and sell grain. Producers, especially, seem to really like the convenience it offers.”

—Cenex Harvest States Inc. (CHS)